
We offer a bespoke range of property management services
for estates and farms tailored to clients requirements.  

RURAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

RESIDENTIAL. COMMERCIAL. AGRICULTURAL.
Expertise you can count on, advice you can trust. brown-co.com
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OUR SERVICE
Our teams of specialist property managers are responsible for a 
wide range of property types and where there are often varying client 
objectives.

We are often responsible for all aspects of estate management, 
whether relating to land, houses, sporting, woodland or estate 
commercial property; however, we are also pleased to dovetail with 
clients own teams and interests to provide bespoke management 
input effectively to fill in gaps.

Our services include:
¡ Appraisals of property condition and terms of lettings
¡ Preparation of terrier schedules for boundary and 
     management purposes
¡ Demanding and collection of rents and other contributions
¡ Regular property inspections
¡ Advice on planned and unplanned maintenance and repairs
¡ Liaison with clients and occupiers
¡ Advice on sector developments and compliance
¡ Liaison with clients professional teams for accounting and 
     management purposes

WHY BROWN&CO?
We have expertise across a wide cross section of property types and 
have an excellent spread of experienced surveyors and support staff 
with a reputation for giving straightforward practical advice.

Our knowledge of the industry means we are ideally placed to advise 
on changes within sectors, whether legal, financial or practical.  
We are well placed to develop business decisions beyond maintaining 
the status quo to ensure that performance does not stagnate.  

We are happy to and prefer to work closely with the accountancy 
and legal teams on matters arising, whether routine year end and 
valuation matters or more targeted succession and tax advice.

HOW YOU BENEFIT
High quality and professional experience with either diverse or 
straightforward property portfolios, farms & estates
Recognition of wide ranging client objectives and requirements
Expert working knowledge of compliance, legal and financial 
background and the need for confidentiality 


